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WCU: Virus and election jitters slam brakes on commodities
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The commodity sector has seen a sharp reversal this week from the strong gains recorded during the past couple
of months. Faced with a renewed surge in Covid-19 cases in Europe and the U.S. as well as next week’s ultimate
risk event, the U.S. presidential election, it is perhaps not that surprising to see investors turn more defensive.
Up until recently, the potential reflationary impact of a Biden win, global weather worries and strong Chinese
demand had provided strong fundamental support for metals, both precious and industrials as well as key crops,
while crude oil traded sideways with fuel demand worries being off-set by lower OPEC+ production.
The rise in risk adversity, which saw the S&P 500 lose around 5% while the dollar rose 1%, put an end, at least
temporarily, to these developments and it helped drive the Bloomberg Commodity index lower by 2.5% with fuel
and grain contracts the hardest hit. With regards to the grain sector, one of the best performing sectors in recent
weeks, it highlights the risk when positions become too elevated in a period of lower risk appetite.

Crude oil took a tumble to record its worst month since March this year with rising fuel demand worries in virushit regions and rising production from Libya attracting more attention than robust demand from Asia and a
growing belief that OPEC+ will postpone the agreed January production increase. Brent crude oil tumbled below
$39/b support in response to a bigger-than-expected jump in U.S. stockpiles and renewed lockdowns being
introduced in France and Germany with other European countries set to follow suit during the coming week.
Overall however, we suspect that a combination of long liquidation having run its course and vocal intervention
from OPEC+ ahead of $35/b, may prevent the price from falling much further.
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These latest developments add up to an immediate future where investors are more concerned about capital
preservation than capital gains. With this in mind, we find the commodities most at risk being the ones where
speculators are holding large and mostly long positions as the focus switches from a long-term bullish outlook to a
short-term and more defensive attitude. These developments have seen the grain and fuel sectors suffering the
most while metals, both precious and especially industrials, have seen sharp reversals.
In recent weeks, the aforementioned supportive fundamentals helped drive strong demand for futures from
leveraged funds and CTAs. In the latest COT report covering the week to October 20, the combined net long
across 24 major futures markets reached 2.3 million lots, the highest since February 2017. New multi-month highs
were seen in natural gas, HG copper, soybean meal, corn, Kansas wheat, sugar and cotton while strong buying
was also seen in crude oil and gold. In grains, the combined net long across six soy, corn and wheat contracts
reached 702,249 lots, the highest since 2012. A clear reflection of the strong underlying fundamental support but
equally a warning sign that any short-term change in the outlook carries the risk of a correction.
The table below highlights the speculative long/short and net positions held by large speculators such as hedge
funds and CTA’s across key commodity futures. Data is compiled by the U.S. CFTC and released every Friday with
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data to the previous Tuesday. The coloured numbers in the net column show net positions at a +12 month

extreme.
Take gold as another example of a market where the outlook has been and continues to be overwhelmingly
supportive. After hitting a $2075/oz record high in early August, gold has spent the past three months drifting
lower. This lack of performance has, however, not deterred investors as they continued to increase exposure,
primarily via exchange-traded funds backed by bullion.
In our latest gold market update we warned that gold was not ready for an election shock or other adverse
developments. This was a conclusion we made after taking a closer look at activity in the options market ahead of
the U.S. election, which in terms of risk events, doesn’t come much bigger. An overview of the most actively
traded options in GLD:arcx and GDX:arcx, the biggest gold and gold miners ETF’s found, perhaps not surprisingly
but also somewhat concerningly, an overwhelming focus on the upside via calls. With such an overwhelmingly
bullish view on the market, the risk of an adverse reaction rose to the point where renewed stock market
weakness and a stronger dollar helped send not only metals, but most commodities lower.
However, looking at the gold chart we have yet to see a trend that raises concerns about a deeper and more
prolonged sell-off. Despite the latest bout of weakness, the metal has not yet tested the September low at
$1849/oz, let alone $1837/oz, the 38.2% retracement of the March to August rally. We view the current
correction as temporary with rates at rock bottom low levels and continued fiscal and monetary intervention
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providing the support needed for gold. With that, we also expect to see silver trade higher once the election
jitters have died down.

Source: Saxo Group
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Disclaimer
Please be advised that none of the information contained herein constitutes an offer (or solicitation of an offer) to buy or sell any
currency, product or financial instrument, to make any investment, or to participate in any particular trading strategy. This material is
produced for marketing and/or informational purposes only and Saxo Bank A/S and its owners, subsidiaries and affiliates whether
acting directly or through branch offices (“Saxo Bank”) make no representation or warranty, and assume no liability, for the accuracy
or completeness of the information provided herein. In providing this material Saxo Bank has not taken into account any particular
recipient’s investment objectives, special investment goals, financial situation, and specific needs and demands and nothing herein is
intended as a recommendation for any recipient to invest or divest in a particular manner and Saxo Bank assumes no liability for any
recipient sustaining a loss from trading in accordance with a perceived recommendation. All investments entail a risk and may result in
both profits and losses. In particular investments in leveraged products, such as but not limited to foreign exchange, .derivatives and
commodities can be very speculative and profits and losses may fluctuate both violently and rapidly. Speculative trading is not suitable
for all investors and all recipients should carefully consider their financial situation and consult financial advisor(s) in order to
understand the risks involved and ensure the suitability of their situation prior to making any investment, divestment or entering into
any transaction. Any mentioning herein, if any, of any risk may not be, and should not be considered to be, neither a comprehensive
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disclosure of risks nor a comprehensive description of such risks. Any expression of opinion may be personal to the author and may not
reflect the opinion of Saxo Bank and all expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice (neither prior nor subsequent).
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